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Josephson effect in superfluid atomic Fermi gases
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We consider an analog of the internal Josephson effect in superfluid atomic Fermi gases. Four different
hyperfine states of the atoms are assumed to be trapped and to form two superfluids via the BCS type of
pairing. We show that Josephson oscillations can be realized by coupling the superfluids with two laser fields.
Choosing the laser detunings in a suitable way leads to an asymmetric below-gap tunneling effect for which
there exists no analog in the context of solid-state superconductivity.
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Cooling of trapped gases of Fermionic atoms well bel
the Fermi temperature@1–5# makes it reasonable to antic
pate the achievement of the predicted BCS transition@6–9#.
The existence of a gap in the excitation spectrum of
superfluid Fermi gas will be the first issue to address,
several methods for detecting it have already been propo
@10,11#. Trapped atomic Fermi gases will allow to study a
test fermion-fermion pairing theories in a tunable, control
manner. For example, the classic problem of the BCS-B
crossover when the interparticle attraction varies@12# could
be studied using the possibility of tuning the interatom
scattering length using Feshbach resonances@7,13#. Besides
the standard superfluid phenomenology, gases of Coo
paired atoms are expected to have properties that are sp
to atomic gases only and not present, or not easily realiza
in metallic superconductors or helium. For instance, the tr
ping potential has a major effect on the characteristic leng
of the superfluid Fermi gas@14#.

In this paper we propose a way to investigate the Jose
son effect in trapped superfluids of fermionic atoms. We fi
a phenomenon that is unique to atomic Fermi gases, nam
an asymmetry in the Josephson currents corresponding t
‘‘up’’ and ‘‘down’’ spin states. We assume that Fermion
atoms in four different hyperfine states~we label themug&,
ug8&, ue&, andue8&) are trapped simultaneously in an optic
trap—recently all-optical trapping and cooling below the d
generacy point of the two lowest hyperfine states of6Li has
been demonstrated@4#. Thes-wave scattering lengths are a
sumed to be large and negative between atoms in stateug&
and ug8&, as well as between those inue& and ue8&, and the
chemical potentialsmg.mg8 and me.me8 . For all other
combinations of two atoms in different states the scatter
length is assumed to be small and/or the chemical poten
unequal. This leads to the existence of two superfluids,
consisting of Cooper pairs of atoms in the statesug& and
ug8&, and the other ofue&–ue8& pairs. The configuration is
experimentally challenging, but probably possible by t
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choice of right atoms and hyperfine states, adjusting
number of atoms, and tuning the scattering lengths in m
netic fields by using Feshbach resonances@7,13#. Adjusting
the number of atoms is limited by technical issues, wher
the choice of hyperfine states and magnetic fields is restri
by spin-exchange collisions.

The two superfluids are coupled by driving laser-induc
transitions between the statesug& andue& with the laser Rabi
frequencyV and detuningd, and between the statesug8& and
ue8& with the Rabi frequencyV8 and detuningd8. For a
Raman process these are effective quantities. If several la
are used then in order to be able to see the Josephson o
lations they should maintain their phase coherence for a t
much longer than the inverse of the detunings. In the cas
metals, the two superconductors are spatially separated
connected by a tunneling junction. In our scheme, the su
fluids share the same spatial region and are connected b
laser coupling of the atoms’ internal states; this resembles
internal Josephson effect in atomic Bose-Einstein cond
sates@15# or in superfluid3He-A @16#.

For metallic superconductors the ac Josephson curre
driven by applying a voltage over the junction—here the r
of the voltage is played by the laser detunings. The diff
ence is that the detunings can be different for the two sta
forming the pair; in the metallic superconductor analogy t
would mean having a different voltage for the spin-up a
spin-down electrons, a situation that has not been inve
gated in the context of metallic superconductors. Th
is an interesting connection to recent experiments
superconductor-ferromagnet proximity effects, where
chemical potentials of the spin-up and spin-down electr
are slightly different in the ferromagnet due to the exchan
interaction@17#.

We consider a system described by the standard B
theory. The laser interaction is assumed to be a small pe
bation and its effect is calculated using linear respo
theory. The observable of interest is the change in the n
ber of particles in one of the states, sayue& or ue8&.

In the rotating-wave approximation the interaction of t
laser light with the matter fields can be described by a tim
independent Hamiltonian in which the detuningsd and d8
play the role of an externally imposed difference in t

e
,
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chemical potential of the two states. The total Hamilton
becomes thenĤ5Ĥ01ĤT , where

Ĥ05Ĥ (gg8)1Ĥ (ee8)1S me1
d

2D E drWĉe
†~rW !ĉe~rW !

1S mg2
d

2D E drWĉg
†~rW !ĉg~rW !

1S me1
d8

2 D E drWĉe8
†

~rW !ĉe8~rW !

1S mg2
d8

2 D E drWĉg8
†

~rW !ĉg8~rW !.

Here me and mg are the chemical potentials of the Ferm
gases before the laser was turned on,mg5mg8 and me
5me8 in order to allow standard BCS pairing. The Hamilt
niansĤ (gg8) andĤ (ee8) are the interaction Hamiltonians co
responding to the two superconductors with the chem
potential included@18#. Figure 1 presents a schematic vie
of what happens in this case: the laser detunings shift
chemical potentials of the four hyperfine states.

The transfer Hamiltonian is given by

ĤT5E drWV~rW !ĉe
†~rW !ĉg~rW !1V* ~rW !ĉg

†~rW !ĉe~rW !

1E drWV8~rW !ĉe8
†

~rW !ĉg8~rW !1V8* ~rW !ĉg8
†

~rW !ĉe8~rW !,

~1!

with V(rW) andV8(rW) characterizing the local strength of th
matter-field interaction.

The main observable of interest, the rate of transfer
atoms from, say, stateug& to stateue&, is defined by

I e5
]

]tE drW^C~ t !uĉe
†~rW !ĉe~rW !uC~ t !& ~2!

FIG. 1. The effect of the detuningsd andd8 of the two lasers.
The initial chemical potentials~in the absence of laser coupling!
were mg5mg8 and me5me8 . The states (gg8) and (ee8) are
Cooper paired.
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~the definition forI e8 is similar! and can be further evaluate
with the help of the Schro¨dinger equationi\(]/]t)uC(t)&
5ĤuC(t)& as

I e5 i E drW^C~ t !uV* ~rW !ĉg
†~rW !ĉe~rW !

2V~rW !ĉe
†~rW !ĉg~rW !uC~ t !&. ~3!

In the following we callI e the current in analogy to metallic
superconductors where the flux of electrons out of the su
conductor constitutes the electrical current.

We introduce an interaction representation with respec
Ĥ0 and use linear response theory with respect toĤT . Va-
lidity of the linear response theory requires that the la
intensity is small so that the transfer of atoms can be trea
as a perturbation.

We split the result for the currentI e into a part that cor-
responds to the Josephson currentI eJ and to the part that
describes normal single-particle currentI eS, I e5I eJ1I eS.
The single-particle current can be evaluated at a finite te
perature using the standard techniques of superconduc
Green’s functions in the BCS approximation; the result
T50 and positive detunings is

I eS522p(
n,m

U E drWV~rW !vn
e~rW !um

g ~rW !U2

d~en
e1em

g 2 d̃ !.

Here the triplet (un ,vn);en is a solution of the~nonuniform!
Bogoliubov–de Gennes equations for superconductors@18#

and d̃5me2mg1d. This is the standard Fermi golden ru
result and very similar to the ones obtained in Ref.@11#. The
current I eS is zero whend̃,D1D8 since pair breaking is
required for single-particle excitations. Next we analyze
Josephson current. We will not be interested in the diss
tive cosine Josephson term that appears only above the
of the gaps but we will concentrate, in the rest of the pap
on the usual sine Josephson current, which is the only c
tribution at zero temperature and belowD1D8.

This current can be calculated as

I eJ522 ImFe2 i ( d̃1 d̃8)t(
n,m

E drWdrW8V* ~rW !V8* ~rW8!

3un
g* ~rW !um

e ~rW8!vm
e* ~rW !vn

g~rW8!

3S 1

d̃81en
g1em

e 1 ih
2

1

d̃82en
g2em

e 1 ih
D G . ~4!

The currentI e8J is the same only thatd̃ and d̃8 are inter-
changed. Note that the oscillating term is proportional
both of the detunings whereas the rest of the expressio
proportional only tod̃8. The initial relative phase of the two
superconductors~or, equivalently, the phases of the las
fields! is set to zero, since its contribution amounts to t
same phase shift in the currentsI eJ and I e8J . For the choice
3-2
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of a homogeneous system~large trap, local density approxi
mation! and a constant laser profile the expression simpli
into

I eJ5I 0~ d̃8!sin@~ d̃1 d̃8!t#, ~5!

I e8J5I 0~ d̃ !sin@~ d̃1 d̃8!t#. ~6!

Both partners of the pair thus oscillate in phase, with
same frequencyd̃1 d̃8. But the amplitudes are differen
whenever the detuningsd̃ and d̃8 differ. This means that
more atoms are transferred, say, in theug&2ue& oscillation
than in theug8&2ue8& one.

A simple expression forI 0(d) can be derived when we
assume identical superfluids, that is,D5D8 and mg5me
[m,

I 0~d!5
A2m3V

p2
D2V2E

2m

` djAm1j

Aj21D2~4j214D22d2!
,

whereV is the volume of the sample and the variablej is the
continuous version ofjk5k2/2m2m. SinceD!m, the re-
sult can also be written as

I 0~d!5
A2m3mV

p2
D2V2E

2`

` dj

Aj21D2~4j214D22d2!
.

A plot of the intensityI 0 as a function of the detuningd is
shown in Fig. 2. This result shows a divergence atd52D,
which reflects the divergence of the density of states for
two superconductors at the gap. For quite a large rang
detunings, the amplitudeI 0 of the Josephson current is a
proximately constant—thus no asymmetry effect will be v
ible. The asymmetry is most pronounced when the time s
of the oscillation, that is, 1/(d1d8) is close to 1/(2D). Note
that 1/(2D) can also be understood as the Cooper pair c
relation time based on the uncertainty principle.

FIG. 2. The currentI 0 ~arbitrary units! as a function of detuning
d, given in units ofD.
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In the conventional intuitive picture of the Josephson
fect, the particles for a Cooper-pair tunnel ‘‘togethe
through the junction. Therefore our result seems counte
tuitive at first glance. The physics becomes, however, m
transparent by a closer look at Eq.~4!. For simplicity, we
consider here the transfer process in one direction only, fr
the superfluid (gg8) to (ee8), which corresponds to the firs
denominator in Eq.~4!. In the initial stateug& is paired with
ug8&, in the final stateue& with ue8&. The process has, how
ever, an intermediate state as indicated by the second-o
form of the observable, and the intermediate states co
sponding to the observablesI eJ and I e8J are different: For
I eJ , ug8& has been transferred intoue8&. Therefore its pairing
partner ug& is left as an excitation in the superfluid (gg8)
with the energyen

g and ue8& becomes an excitation in th

superfluid (ee8) with the energyem
e85em

e . In contrast, for
I e8J , the atom inug8& remains as a quasiparticle of the e

ergy en
g85en

g in the superfluid (gg8) and ue& becomes an
excitation in the superfluid (ee8). For I eJ , the initial energy
of the Cooper pair was (mg2d/2)1(mg2d8/2) and the en-
ergy of the intermediate state is@(mg2d/2)1en

g#1@(me

1d8/2)1em
e # ~for explanation, see Fig. 1!. The relative en-

ergy of the intermediate state with respect to the initial st

is en
g1em

e 1 d̃8, which is precisely the first denominator i
Eq. ~4!. For I e8J , the initial energy of the pair is again (mg

2d/2)1(mg2d8/2), but the intermediate state has an e
ergy @(mg2d8/2)1en

g#1@(me1d/2)1em
e #, or a relative en-

ergy en
g1em

e 1 d̃. In summary, the intermediate states of t
transfer processes for ‘‘spin-up’’ and ‘‘spin-down’’ atom
have different energies and this results in different am
tudes forI eJ and I e8J .

The asymmetry in the currents implies the existen
of excitations in the superfluids. A calculation of th
many-body wave function of the system in th
Schrödinger picture reveals that it contains excitatio
corresponding to the asymmetry and that the so-ca
Fermi surface polarization (^Ne&2^Ne8&)/(^Ne&1^Ne8&)
.(^Ne&2^Ne8&)/(^Ne&01^Ne8&0) is nonzero and oscillate
as f ( d̃,d̃8)cos@(d̃1d̃8)t# where f ( d̃,d̃)50. We also found
that time-independentperturbation theory is insufficient to
reveal the asymmetry in the amplitudes: e.g., the treatmen
Ref. @19# cannot be applied to our system because the an
used does not take into account any excitations. This and
fact that the oscillation is most pronounced for time scales
the order of the Cooper-pair correlation time confirms th
the asymmetry is related to the dynamics of the superfl
state.

To observe the Josephson effect one should be abl
measure the number of particles in two of the states, e.g.ue&
and ue8&, at different stages of the oscillations, either d
structively or nondestructively. The scale of the gap energ
for typical systems 1–100 kHz, which means that the high
time resolution needed should be just somewhat ab
10 ms. Measuring the number of particles accurately is
more challenging part of the observation. In Ref.@11# we
considered laser probing of the superfluid Fermi gas, wh
3-3
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the laser was creating excitations in the BCS state. The n
ber of particles transferred was directly reflected in the
sorption of the light. Here one can use similar technique
detect the Josephson oscillations. The use of perturba
theory restricts the number of atoms involved in the
cillations, ^Ne&2^Ne&05I e(d)(d1d8)21@12cos(d1d8)t#
;Ie(d)/D!Ne(0). Furthermore, to keep the BCS theory val
the asymmetry in the currentsI e andI e8 has to result, at any
time, in small variations of the chemical potentials ofe and
e8 with respect to the gap,me2me8!D. For typical values
such as a number 105–106 of particles and a gapD50.1m
we find that our formalism can be applied to describe
sephson oscillations with equal detunings involving up
104–105 particles, while for the asymmetry effect the diffe
ence in the number of atoms on the statese ande8 could be
at most 103–104. These numbers are within the present e
perimental detection limits and can be considerably large
the case of strong coupling or resonance superfluidity.
ett
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In summary, we propose a method to realize Joseph
oscillations in superfluid atomic Fermi gases. The coupl
between two superfluids is provided by laser light, and
laser detuning plays the same role as voltage over met
superconductor junctions. Detunings that affect the t
atomic internal states involved in pairing can be chosen to
different—this would correspond to different voltage f
spin-up and spin-down electrons. This leads to asymmetr
the oscillation amplitudes of the two states. The asymme
is pronounced when the time scale of the oscillation is
same order of magnitude as the Cooper-pair correlation ti
This is an effect unique to atomic Fermi gases in the sup
fluid state.
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